Who is National Electronic Attachment, Inc.?

You may know electronic claims, BUT what about electronic attachments?

You have a tremendous opportunity to maximize the use of your electronic claims submissions by utilizing National Electronic Attachment (NEA)’s FastAttach system. We have knowledge and services that will allow you to streamline your claims process while increasing reimbursement. Together we can make your OMS practice more efficient and more profitable.

FastAttach is more than just an electronic attachment transmission service. It is a way for your office to manage attachments. Instead of wasting time sending unnecessary attachments, you can use a unique feature of FastAttach called FastLook. The FastLook feature provides your office with the attachment requirements for all procedure codes for each payor. The attachments transmitted using FastAttach will automatically create a tracking number, which provides confirmation of receipt and a tracking mechanism for those attachments. With our solution, effective claims attachment management can be accomplished while driving down costs.

NEA submits to over 500 Insurance Payors and is interfaced with more software companies and clearinghouses than any other attachment solution.

Healthcare Claims & Attachments Challenges

- Escalating costs of submitting and processing healthcare claims due to manual processes causes operational inefficiencies
- For your OMS practice it is important to create a more efficient and cost effective office by using NEA’s FastAttach as part of your management solution.

SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR AAOMS MEMBERS

Special 65% discount off the $200 registration fee.
*Registration includes software, installation and training.

To take advantage of this special offer visit www.nea-fast.com and enter promotion code AAOMS

*NEA’s service fee is $25 per month for unlimited transmission of attachments, training and telephone support. There is no charge for updates to the FastAttach software.
What are attachments?
- X-Rays
- Perio Charts
- Explanation of Benefits
- Any documentation required for supporting a claim

Who should use electronic attachments?
Any Office That:
- Performs Procedures Requiring Attachments for Payment
- Duplicates Film X-rays to Mail to Payors
- Has a digital radiography system (Or Scans X-rays)
- Needs to Accelerate Claim Payments
- Needs Faster Pre-Determinations
- Has ever been Frustrated by Follow up on Lost Attachments

How are provider offices affected when their attachments don’t make it to the payor?
High staff frustration levels due to unnecessary emergencies such as:
- Time spent on Lost Attachments
- Duplicating the Film Again
- Extended Payment Cycle

What are some advantages of electronic attachments?
- Attachment Tracking Mechanism Reduces Stress Level due to Less Follow Up
- Unlimited transmissions and customer service
- It is the next logical step towards the paperless office
- Accelerates Claim & Pre-D Processing
- Easy to Learn and Use
- Inexpensive

About National Electronic Attachment, Inc. (NEA)
NEA, The Recognized Leader in Secure Exchange of Health Information, offers systems designed to make insurance attachment submissions and processing as easy as possible for the patient, the provider and the payor. Having already processed millions of electronic attachments, NEA's knowledge of the attachment industry is recognized by healthcare experts throughout the country. For more information about NEA, please visit www.nea-fast.com or contact us at 800.782.5150 ext 2.